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Introduction
Euro 2016 is being held in France and gets underway on Friday 10th June as France take on Romania at the Stade de France. The final will take place on the 10th July at the stadium, in total their will be 51 matches during the month long tournament.
As the 15th edition of the tournament gets underway, it will include a significantly expanded lineup of 24 teams for the first team. Up from the 16 teams that has been the normal format since 1996.
Unsurprisingly, with the more bloated format, it will include a number of debutants, with Wales, Slovakia, Northern Ireland, and Albania all making their first appearance at the finals.

Format
The first stage will take place with six groups of four teams, with the first and second placed teams all progressing to the round of 16 (the first knock-out phase). They will also be joined by the four best third placed finishers in the groups.
So really, only 8 teams will be knocked out after the first two weeks.

Can a team do a Leicester?
You may be surprised to learn that it is relatively common to see a shock winner of the European Championships. You only have to go back to 2004 find that Greece shocked the rest of Europe to life the trophy in Portugal. Denmark also lifted the trophy in 1992.
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Historically, Germany and Spain are the most successful sides with the latter lifting the last two editions in 2008 and 2012. While France, winners in 1984 and 2000, will be looking to join them on three if they can win the trophy on home soil.
Outside of that there are 6 winners on one a piece.

⦁ Soviet Union (1960)⦁ Italy (1968)⦁ Czech Republic (1976)⦁ Netherlands (1988)⦁ Denmark (1992)⦁ Greece (2004)
Greece, Denmark and the Netherlands all failed to qualify this time around.
So the chances of a ‘surprise’ or first-time winner are relatively high – particularly when compared to the World Cup.
(And, yes, England have never won the competition, or even made the final –coming closest in 1996 when on home soil)

General Betting Observations
With the expanded format it is going to require treating historically trends with a little caution.
Upsets, both at a match and tournament level, will remain relatively high. However, with teams such as Albania, Iceland, Hungary, Northern Ireland and Wales carrying a bit of an unknown quantity, we could just easily see the odd shellacking as we could see a long odds winner.
The group stage format will also create fresh challenges with the relative little effort required to qualify for the teams at the top end of the betting. A ‘strong’ third-pace finish would most likely be enough, so teams, such as Italy, who are traditionally slow starters at major tournaments need to be monitored closely.
Recent analysis concluded by Pinnacle Sports that their was a much higher likelihood (and profitability) of the second round of matches in the Group stage resulting in a draw.
Whereas the last round of group matches very rarely resulted in a draw, in fact 
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none in the last two editions of the tournament. Will that change this year with sides more likely to know a draw, rather than a win, will be sufficient to qualify –to early to say and will require monitoring during the first couple of rounds of results
Interestingly the study also found that the bookmakers very rarely made any adjustment in the draw prices based on the round of matches, pricing things up pretty consistently throughout. 
So if you then consider this against the fact that, since 1996, 40% of knock-out matches have required extra-time and/or penalties. There is historical value in following the draw once the knock-out games get underway.Group A
Albania
First time qualifiers Albania are probably the weakest outfit at the tournament, ranked 45th by FIFA. They picked up only 4 wins from their 8 qualifying matches, but did only lose twice.
Wins against France (June 2015), and Portugal (Sept 2014) was probably their peak and we don’t expect them to offer much against a strong looking Group A.
Don’t expect Albania to bring the Samba style, with only 7 goals (in 8 games scored), and 5 against they are not known for the most exciting matches.

⦁ 71% under 2.5 goals (unsurprisingly)⦁ 29% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 3 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.6 Corners per game⦁ 43% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 43% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.0 cards per game (both teams)⦁ Top Scorer – 7 players on 1 goal⦁ Previous Best – Debut
First Game: v Switzerland – 11th June

France
Host nation and with a fresh and exciting side, anything less than a final 
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appearance will be deemed a failure.
But even with out Benzema the team should have goals and will likely go far –worthy of their place as one of the pre-tournament favourites.
Deschamps plays a fluid 4-3-3 formation and the performances of Griezmann and Martial will be key to their chances. Topping the group has to be the target for a perceived easier route in the knock-outs.
*France did not have to qualify – below stats relate to their last 10 friendlies

⦁ 60% over 2.5 goals ⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.2 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 1.80 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Giroud 4 from 10⦁ Previous Best – Winners in 1984, 2000
First Game: v Romania – 10th June

Romania
Romania were unbeaten in qualifying, yet still finished 2nd behind Northern Ireland. It is not a team of stars or household names, like the great Romanian team of the 90’s but with their compact style, they will be hard to breakdown and could spring one or two surprises during the tournament.
They don’t score a huge amount of goals (1.1 per game in qualifying) but they are an extremely tight and disciplined team and conceded only 2 goals in 10 qualifiers. 

⦁ 90% under 2.5 goals⦁ 20% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.7 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.8 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 50% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.9 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Papp 2 (6), Budescu 2 (3), Stancu 2 (7)
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⦁ Previous Best – QF 2000
First Game: v France – 10th June

Switzerland
Qualified comfortably behind England in 2nd place. They are a team who looks to break forward at speed and catch teams on the counter. FIFA’s ranking of 14th is probably a little flattering but they will be going into this with high hopes to progress to at least a QF spot.
It Is reasonable to expect the Swiss to qualify comfortably from the group – but the key match will be their second group game with Romania.

⦁ 60% over 2.5 goals⦁ 20% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 8.3 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.5 Corners per game⦁ 90% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 10% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.4 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Shaqiri 4 (9)⦁ Previous Best – Group Stage 1996, 2004, 2008
First Game: v Albania – 11th June

Group A Summary
Romania hold the key to this group and their performances against France and Switzerland will go a long way to determining who qualifies and tops the group. A tight and organized team who are well capable of taking points of both teams.
Albania are unlikely to go any further in the tournament but don’t expect them to conceded to many goals – IF they keep their discipline.

Group A - Recommend Bets
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Group B
England are going in to the tournament with a refreshing sense of hope rather than expectation. 
It is a young, dynamic side and for the first time in a long while they have a variety of options in attach. Probably the weakest point of the side is in defence.
The odds have shorted considerably since their win over Germany coming in from around 14’s to as low as 7/1. Which is certainly an over reaction to what still a friendly and really only a good second half performance. It’s worth keeping an eye on the odds, in-tournament, and anything in double figures could be worth a small interest.
If they can win the group, which they really should do, then the draw has the potential to open for them with them facing the third-place finishers of Group A, C or D followed by either the winner of Group E or the runners up of Group F. This means that unless one of the top seeds scrape through in third-place, their toughest potential match up will be Italy in the quarters.

⦁ 60% over 2.5 goals⦁ 20% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 7.3 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.3 Corners per game
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⦁ 90% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 30% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 2.9 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Rooney 7 (8)⦁ Previous Best – SF 1968, 1996
First Game: v Russia – 11th June

Russia
The Russians only had 8 points from their first 6 qualifiers but once Capello was replaced with Leonid Slutsky, they won their remaining four matches to qualify comfortably.
Aside from their famous semi-final appearance at 2008, which was a side the boasted some house-hold names, the Russians have never qualified from a group at a major tournament.
With the current format, they will be expecting to make the knock-out stages but that is likely as far as it goes for them.

⦁ 60% under 2.5 goals⦁ 30% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.6 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.0 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.1 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Dzyuba 8 (8)⦁ Previous Best – Winners 1960 (Soviet Union)
First Game: v England – 11th June

Slovakia
Slovakia capitalized on a still shaken-up Spain by winning 2v1 back in October 2014, and they really used that as a spring-board to an excellent qualifying campaign, finishing behind Spain but ahead of the Ukraine.
However, with Skrtel leading the defence don’t expect them to keep to many clean sheets and they will have a battle on with Russia and Wales qualify from the 
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group.
⦁ 50% under 2.5 goals⦁ 40% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 3.7 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 6.2 Corners per game⦁ 80% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.4 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Hamsik 5 (10)⦁ Previous Best – Debut

First Game: v Wales – 11th June

Wales
I believe Wales will be a popular choice among a lot of people looking for the ‘Leicester of the tournament. They use their limited talents to the full and with a sprinkling of stardust throughout the team such as Bale and Ramsey.
A tough group but one which is not out reach for them and targeting one of the best third-place finishes should be their minimum goal. 

⦁ 70% under 2.5 goals⦁ 20% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.8 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.3 Corners per game⦁ 50% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.8 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Bale 7 (10)⦁ Previous Best – Debut
First Game: v Slovakia– 11th June
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Group B Summary
England are the only side who qualified for the tournament with a 100%-win rate. However, it would be remiss to ignore the fact that they have won only 6 of their last 16 games in major tournaments.
For Wales, a lot will depend on how well Bale is able to play and similarly Dzyuba for Russia will be key to their hopes.
Slovakia are probably the biggest unknown in this group and their first match against Wales could determine the hopes for both sides in this group. 

Group B - Recommended Bets

Group C
Germany
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Goals are usually on the cards with this Germany team with over 60% going over 2.5 and 50% resulting in both sides getting on the score sheet. It is also worth keeping an eye on the corner markets for any matches involving the Germans.
They will be confident in qualifying and again will be targeting top spot. 

⦁ 60% over 2.5 goals⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 9.2 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.4 Corners per game⦁ 90% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 0% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.3 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Muller 9 (9)⦁ Previous Best – Winners 1972, 1980, 1996
First Game: v Ukraine – 12th June

Northern Ireland
NI will be in for a real scrap to get any points in this group but it is something they will be used to and you know O’Neill will have them well prepared and organised.
Their best chance is to keep the score down in the first match against Germany and then utilise their expertise at set-plays to hopefully nick a point or more in their games against Poland and Ukraine (12 of their 16 goals in qualifying came from set plays)

⦁ 60% under 2.5 goals⦁ 60% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.4 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.2 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 10% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.6 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Lafferty 7 (9)
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⦁ Previous Best – Debut
First Game: v Poland – 12th June
Poland
Outside of the obvious Lewandowski, there are few star names in this Polish side. They have only earned 3 points from their previous two European Championships, without winning a match.
Much will depend on the service for Lewandowski (Top Scorer in qualifying with 13), but with 80% of their matches going over 2.5 and 60% resulting in both sides scoring, they should be entertaining to watch.

⦁ 80% over 2.5 goals⦁ 60% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.1 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.5 Corners per game⦁ 50% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.9 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Lewandowski 13 (10)⦁ Previous Best – Group Stage 2008, 2012
First Game: v Northern Ireland – 12th June
Ukraine
Ukraine will be written off by most but are capable of causing a shock or two. They play a possession based style, average 55% throughout qualifying.
They are also very dangerous from the wings with, one-time Liverpool target, Yarmolenko (6 goals, 2 assists in qualifying) and Konoplankya (4 goals, 5 assists in La Liga)

⦁ 70% under 2.5 goals⦁ 10% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 6.6 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.7 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.5 cards per game
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⦁ Top Scorer – Yarmolenko 6 (12)⦁ Previous Best – Debut
First Game: v Germany – 12th June

Group C Summary
A number of strong trends stand out in this group – Germany won most corners more times than the did matches.  While Ukraine have the highest, of all qualifiers, for most cards per game (70%).
Ukraine’s possession based game will cause problems for Northern Ireland and they are probably the most likely to cause Germany problems as well.

Group C - Recommended Bets
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Group D
Croatia
Usually you can be sure that Croatia will be well organized, hard to beat and with a sprinkling of start quality in midfield. And this side is no different, qualifying with only one defeat and 5 goals conceded in their 10 qualifiers.
They were able to get two 1v1 draws with Italy and any side containing Modric, Rakitic and Kovacic should not be under-estimated.

⦁ 70% under 2.5 goals⦁ 30% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 6.7 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.3 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 50% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.0 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Perisic 6 (10)⦁ Previous Best –QF 1996, 2008
First Game: v Turkey – 12th June

Czech Republic
Although the Czech’s topped their group, I’m more interested in the chances of Iceland and Turkey than I am of theirs. It’s not a stellar side by any means and having lost 3 of their last 5 games their recent results bare this out.
They lost to Turkey in their penultimate qualifier and have also recorded losses against Scotland and Poland before their most recent draw with Sweden.

⦁ 80% over 2.5 goals⦁ 90% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.4 Corners per game⦁ 60% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 30% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.6 cards per game
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⦁ Top Scorer – Dockal 4 (9)⦁ Previous Best – Winners 1976
First Game: v Spain – 13th June
Spain
There is a growing consensus that Spain are a side in decline and there are very few fresh faces on show since their shambolic 2014 World Cup performances. Yes, they qualified comfortably and the contain a strong, but ageing, spine. They should get out of the group but I don’t see them truly threatening the latter stages of the tournament.

⦁ 50% under 2.5 goals⦁ 20% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 7.4 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.7 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.3 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Alcacer 5 (8)⦁ Previous Best – Winners 1964, 2008, 2012
First Game: v Czech Republic – 13th June

Turkey
There are clear similarities in the Turkey side to the Croatia team. They are a young team, hold lots of potential and are particularly strong in central midfield.
Recent friendly matches have also been positive and they put in a good showing against England recently. It is probably to soon for this side to repeat the heroics of the 2008 vintage but the quarter finals are a justifiable stretch target for this team.

⦁ 60% under 2.5 goals⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored
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⦁ Average 3.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.3 Corners per game⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.80 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Yilmaz 4 (6)⦁ Previous Best – SF 2008
First Game: v Croatia – 12th June

Group D Summary
The Czech top the charts in terms of goals conceded in qualifying and with 80% over 2.5 and 90% Both Teams To Score put them in the category to monitor for high-scoring games.
Croatia and Turkey’s young and exciting teams could cause Spain some problems in what is looking like quite an open group.

Group D - Recommended Bets
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Group E
Belgium
Belgium are a little like England of the last decade. A supremely talented bunch of individuals who are struggling to achieve the sum of what their parts suggest they can achieve. You have to feel that this is probably the last chance for their so called ‘Golden Generation’. 
After strong performances for many of the side in their domestic campaigns, they can come into this tournament with a decent amount of expectation. The key will be the form of Hazard and De Bruyne and whether they can connect their possession based play into goals for their forward line, which has not always been the case with their effective yet relatively immobile forwards.
Their first game against Italy could tell us a lot about the hopes of both sides –but I wouldn’t read too much into Belgium’s recent friendly win against the same opposition (3-1), as Italy rarely win friendlies at the best of times.

⦁ 50% under 2.5 goals⦁ 40% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 7.5 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.9 Corners per game⦁ 70% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 30% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.6 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Hazard 5 (9), De Bruyne 5 (10)
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⦁ Previous Best – Runners up 1980
First Game: v Italy – 13th June

Italy
What you can be sure of with Conte’s Italy is that they will play to their strengths, which is usually a strong, high-pressing and counter-attacking style. They are weakest upfront and do not contain the vintage of the Del Piero’s and Baggio’s but if they can uncover a ‘Schillaci’ (of Italy 90 fame), then they could go further in the tournament than many expect.
Italy rank as outsiders for us to secure their second European Championships.

⦁ 60% under 2.5 goals⦁ 60% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 6.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 2.3 Corners per game⦁ 90% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 10% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.3 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Pele 3 (7)⦁ Previous Best – Winners 1968
First Game: v Belgium – 13th June

Republic of Ireland
Ireland are a scrappy side who look to try and punch well-above their weight. However, they are not exactly what you call a young or dynamic side and their ambitions will be limited, like their players.
Much will be decided in their opener against Sweden on who of the two will be fighting over a third place finish and a possible best loser pass into the next round.

⦁ 60% under 2.5 goals⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 6.7 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.5 Corners per game⦁ 60% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners
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⦁ 60% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.9 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Keane 5 (9), Walters 5 (10)⦁ Previous Best – Group Stage 1988, 2012
First Game: v Sweden – 13th June

Sweden
Remove Ibrahimovic and you are looking at a pretty weak Swedish side, certainly nothing that compares with the exciting teams of the 90’s.
Even with Ibrahimovic, I don’t expect them to get much change from their matches against Italy and Sweden and they will be fighting with Ireland for who finishes bottom.

⦁ 80% under 2.5 goals⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 4.2 Corners per game⦁ 60% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.1 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Ibrahimovic 11 (10)⦁ Previous Best – SF 1992
First Game: v Rep. of Ireland – 13th June

Group E Summary
The Swedish side is built around Ibrahimovic and his 11 goals in qualifying (59% of Sweden’s total) makes him the second highest scorer in qualifying. However, the odds reflect this.
Italy were dominant in the most corners markets in qualifying and are also a larger price than Belgium to win the group which is worthy of consideration.
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Group E - Recommended Bets

Group F
Austria
There is a strong belief in Austria that this is the most exciting side to emerge in decades. They won 9 consecutive games in qualifying and with David Alaba, they have a player capable of dominating midfield battles with the likes of Iceland and Hungary.
That being said, their main creative threat comes from Arnautovic who had a pretty average season for Stoke this year. Plus, their FIFA Rankings of 11th are a bit of a joke.
Depending on the odds, Austria look like a side worth opposing.

⦁ 50% under 2.5 goals⦁ 40% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 6.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.6 Corners per game
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⦁ 80% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 20% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 3.6 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Janko 7 (9)⦁ Previous Best – Group Stage 2008
First Game: v Hungary – 14th June

Hungary
Hungarians haven’t been this hopeful about a side since the great teams of the 50’s and 60’s – that’s not to say they believe this side compares, it’s simply they have had very little to get excited about in recent decades.
A moderate qualifying campaign allowed them to squeeze in via the play-offs but this is likely where the story ends. But Austria and Iceland would be wise not to under-estimate them if they, themselves, are keen to progress.

⦁ 70% under 2.5 goals⦁ 50% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 4.6 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.8 Corners per game⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 50% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 6.3 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Bode 2 (3), Nemeth 2 (7), Priskin 2 (8)⦁ Previous Best – Third 1964
First Game: v Hungary – 14th June

Iceland
There has been a bit of a mini-hype about Iceland after their successful qualifying campaign, which included two defeats of the Netherlands. But the value in their odds has now gone because of this – not a side I want to be on or against at this stage.
Expect a tight and defensive approach across all three of their games, despite their qualifying record of 60% over 2.5 goals.

⦁ 60% over 2.5 goals
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⦁ 30% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 3.9 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.9 Corners per game⦁ 40% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 10% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 4.7 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Sigurdsson 6 (10)⦁ Previous Best – Debut
First Game: v Portugal – 14th June
Portugal
In the last few years it has been pretty much the Cristiano Ronaldo show with very few peers sharing the load. That looks to be changing with the emergence of players such as, Bayern bound, Renato Sanches and Joao Mario.
Unless it all clicks and CR hits top gear expect a moderately successful tournament but with an exit in one of the early knock-out rounds.

⦁ 63% under 2.5 goals⦁ 37% Both Teams Scored⦁ Average 5.8 Corners per game⦁ Concede an average 3.6 Corners per game⦁ 75% of their matches resulted in them getting the most corners⦁ 37% of their matches resulted in them receiving the most cards⦁ Average of 5.9 cards per game⦁ Top Scorer – Ronaldo 5 (6)⦁ Previous Best – Runners up 2004
First Game: v Iceland – 14th June

Group F Summary
Expect this group to have the fieriest matches with high card rates for Hungary, Iceland and Portugal.
It is likely to be quite an open group, particularly around the 2nd and 3rd place finishes if Portugal play to potential and win all three matches.
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Group F - Recommend Bets

Outright Markets
France are probably fairly the favourites for the tournament with little to pick between them and Germany, with home status edging them in front. There are, however, a couple of interesting choices in the double figures range, on the other side of the draw, worthy of consideration.
Spain on the other hand, for reasons explained above, we are happy to oppose.
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Tournament Winner - Recommended Bets

Top Goal Scorer
In recent editions it has not taken an awful lot of goals to secure the top spot. At Euro 2012, incredibly 6 goal scorers shared the top prize with a, relatively, paltry 3 a piece.
This was partly due to teams playing without a recognize striker or false 9 and this tournament was the nadir for this approach. Over the last 4 years, we have started to see the reemergence of the goal scorer, or at least playing with more than 1 up front – England is a great example of this with the likes of Kane, Vardy and Sturidge.
In 2008, David Villa took trophy in, yet with still a relatively low 4 goals.
Baros (04), Kluivert and Milosevic (2000), and Shearer in 1996 all found 5 goals being enough to take the title.
As the tournament has been expanded and is closer to the World Cup total potential matches to be played, I’d expect the winner to need to score a minimum of 5 and possible 6/7 if they don’t want to share the trophy.
From the 1970 World Cup to 2014 the top goal scorer(s) at each tournament have banged in (7,6,6,6,6,6,6,8,5,5,6) respectively.
Looking at the top 7 in the market, I could put question marks against most of them

⦁ Ronaldo 9.00 – Only scored one at the 2014 World Cup⦁ Muller 9.00 – does pretty well at the major tournaments but play’s 
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further back than with Bayern. But I wouldn’t put anyone off backing him⦁ Griezmann 11.00 – Off a hot season but likely to play out-wide with 
Giroud through middle⦁ Kane 17.00 – An interesting option – If, and it remains an if, he takes the 
main striking birth and is not rotated with Vardy, Rooney and Sturidge⦁ Lewandowski 17.00 – A prolific scorer, less so at major tournaments 
though, but you’d think the winner will need to play 4+ games. Will Poland progress far enough?⦁ Giroud 21.00 – Likely to start down the middle, and France expected to 
go far – but ask an Arsenal fan whether he can score enough⦁ Lukaku 21.00 – A good season behind him but will depend on whether 
Belgium play through him or around him

There are a few others further down the market which we cover off in our recommend bets with generous prices of 41, 51 and 81.

Top Goal Scorer - Recommend Bets
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Tournament Progress & Elimination -Recommended Bets

Team & Tournament Specials - Recommended Bets 

Stat Pack – Cheat Sheet
Goals
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Corners
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Cards
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Summary - Recommended Bets
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